
 

Jaanu is the story of Anandi and Karthik who share parental and marital bonds. One night, as they were coming out of a
restaurant, they cross paths by chance. That encounter leads to the beginning of a life-changing love story between Anandi and
Karthik. But there's one problem... How do we know our romantic comedy stars Jaideep Ahlawat and Sana Khan will be as
amazing as their characters? You'll find out when you download Ok Jaanu 720p movies! Download Ok Jaanu now for free! Ok
Jaanu is finally here! The romantic comedy starring Sana Khan and Jai Deep Ahlawat is set to come out on 9th December 2016
in India. If you want to make sure you don't miss out on the next big blockbuster, here's everything you need to know about the
movie. Ok Jaanu Movie is an upcoming Indian Tamil-Hindi romantic musical film directed by Shaad Ali. The film’s music is
composed by A. R. Rahman who will be reuniting with his Slumdog Millionaire co-composer , lyricist for this project. It stars
Aditya Roy Kapur and Shraddha Kapoor in lead roles along with Naseeruddin Shah in supporting roles, while Tabu is in a
pivotal role in the film. Ok Jaanu Movie is Anand Kumar, a Gujarati wealthy diamond merchant, who lives in Surat with his
wife, Gayatri. He also has two sons, Armaan and Raghu. When Anand goes for a trip to Mumbai to meet with the Supreme
Court of India’s Chief Justice about his petition to recover his ancestral property in Surat from the government, he meets his old
friend Daksha Prajapati. Daksha takes him to a party being held by his niece Shraddha at her apartment. On his return trip to
India, Anand meets a beautiful American woman named Anna at the airport. The two are instantly attracted to each other after
meeting, but they are separated by their respective families. When Anand discusses his current situation with Gayatri, she tells
him that he has three days which he can spend with Anna before returning home. Anand reaches Mumbai on the third day and
decides to meet Anna once more at the airport, however both officers who are in charge of airport security recognise him as
someone they have met earlier. Anna meets Anand again the next morning at breakfast and tells him that she was invited for a
shorter break upon her return home but has decided to stay in Mumbai for longer instead. As Anna and Anand spend time
together, they both fall in love with each other. After returning home to Surat, Anand’s family find out that he has met a girl
called Anna. They are not happy about this as they have long past history with Anna’s father Alan. Anand meets Anna’s family
for the first time at dinner, where Anna explains that she is Alan's daughter whom he abandoned after she was born because she
was sickly. Anand agrees to support his family’s request for him to marry Anna sub-contracted by Shraddha, who is Daksha's
wife.
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